




The only way to get rid of temptation is to yield to it

– Oscar Wilde









Whenever I’m designing, creating or building, I begin by establishing 

how I can create something extraordinary. Something that stimulates 

the senses, that’s luxurious and defining. Since establishing BPM 

in 1996, I have been constantly inspired by luxury, whether it’s 

found in the detail of fashion, the permanence of architecture or the 

experience of an artefact. Attention to detail and a curatorial eye 

are crucial, for each must come from a place of genuine artistic 

sentiment while creating lasting value and meaning. My passion for 

delivering exceptional quality is highlighted by my partnerships with 

the most iconic artisans, designers and architects of our time.  

Those that have helped create this extraordinary building.

And of my own life philosophy? Take risks, push the boundaries.  

Live life your way, full of passion, pleasure and beauty.  

Always move forward and seek to move others.

Jonathan Hallinan

Create  
Extraordinary

JONATHAN HALLINAN







The BPM world is 

steeped in quality, 

beauty and the 

exotic. A place where 

being extraordinary 

is about being 

unique, without 

comparison or equal



One of the great virtues of art is that it enables us to see the 

world differently while affording us the freedom to explore  

the intersections of our senses, emotions and intellect.  

Our world is defined by these notions. Steeped in quality, 

beauty and the exotic, we celebrate the new and the next  

and understand that being extraordinary is about being  

unique, without comparison or equal. 

We are enamoured by the dynamic urban centres of New York, 

London and Los Angeles and our teams collaborate with the 

world’s most engaging architects, artists and designers in order 

to establish new intersections for your senses. We welcome 

you into our world and know that our residences will certainly 

leave a trace, a lasting impression for you to return to and  

enjoy time and time again.

LEAVE A
TRACE

THE BPM WORLD



Know, first, who you are,  
and then adorn yourself accordingly 

– Epictetus











SHADOW
PLAY

EVOCATIVE AND SOVEREIGN

If, as some say, art is humans doing their best, then Shadow 
Play represents the very best of human endeavour. Evocative and 
sovereign, this towering residence is an extraordinary statement  
of sculptural intent, beauty and human desire. An uncompromising 
and seductive oeuvre whose lineage is revealed through a series  
of exquisite details and grand architectural gestures. 

Captivating and majestic from every perspective, Shadow Play’s 
seductive facade reflects the sentiment and energy of an incredible 
city, alive and bursting with life and ambition. A city whose cultural 
and intellectual desires run deep and contribute beyond measure  
to Australia’s role on a world stage.

Situated less than one kilometre from the city centre and upon 
the nexus of City Road and Clarendon Street in Southbank, 
Shadow Play is without equal or measure. Serving as a cultural 
barometer and beacon, a residence that stands proudly at the 
entrance of Melbourne’s entertainment and recreation precincts 
– the excitement and colour of which is matched only by the 
grandeur and serenity of nearby botanical gardens, parklands and 
picturesque Port Phillip Bay. The Yarra, an ancient freshwater river, 
murmurous and significant, intersects the city and gently flows to 
the north of Shadow Play reminding residents of the city’s natural 
bounty while providing a promenade for early morning joggers  
and urban explorers.

Both eloquent and luxurious, residents of Shadow Play’s superbly 
appointed one, two and three bedroom apartments will be 
enveloped by exquisite materials and finishes including stone, 
brass and beautiful crafted timbers while discrete yet innovative 
technology will be woven seamlessly into the fabric of the tower 
providing world class digital connectivity and concierge facilities. 
A rich and sensorial living experience is further complimented by 
unprecedented private dining, in house lounge and residents gym. 

At rest within one of Shadow Play’s podium terraces or entertaining 
upon the exclusive roof top, one can easily appreciate the 
magnetism of the city and how the stunning vistas have helped 
shape the attitudes and culture of its natives. To the north, an 
arresting and painterly portrait of the Dandenong Ranges provides 
a relaxing bookend to the animated bayside suburbs of St Kilda 
and Port Melbourne. 

One cannot speak of Shadow Play’s architectural presence without 
the attribution of Elenberg Fraser. An internationally recognised 
design practice whose signature is evident in many of the world’s 
most coveted buildings. The practice believes that sensory 
architecture should move people beyond aesthetics in order to 
think, feel and acknowledge the origins of architectural influence  
– both ancient and modern. 

Complimenting Shadow Play’s architectural narrative is the 
curatorial vision of Paul Hecker & Hamish Guthrie of celebrated 
interior design firm Hecker Guthrie. Driven by the principles of 
authenticity, consideration and enthusiasm, Shadow Play reflects 
the profound relationship that each of these principles has in 
creating a cohesive, highly considered and luxurious environment.

Shadow Play is a significant building. It has taken courage, 
attention to detail and an unwavering commitment to excellence to 
rise above the Melbourne’s skyline. BPM is very proud to welcome 
you into our world and to experience Shadow Play first hand.







An extraordinary 

statement of 

sculptural intent, 

beauty and  

human desire

































be enveloped by 

exquisite materials 

and finishes including 

stone, brass and 

beautiful crafted 

timbers





I can resist anything except temptation

– Oscar Wilde





































To know a city  

one must discover 

its secrets,  

listen to its 

heartbeat  

and take part  

in its  

performance



To know a city one must discover its secrets, listen to its heartbeat 
and take part in its performance. In knowing Melbourne one can 
easily recall what makes it unique and magnetic. As a city of firsts, 
Melbourne is also no stranger to the world stage. In its early  
and defining years, Melbourne was the first city within Australia  
to hold a Federal Parliament, the first to host the Olympic Games 
and the first to host the sport of kings at Albert Park in 1875.  
A jewel in Melbourne’s cultural crown, the first public art gallery  
in Australia was The National Gallery of Victoria, founded in 1861. 
This important and defining legacy remains and can be experienced 
within a short walk from Shadow Play. Like a beautiful sonata  
of sorts, Melbourne is simultaneously composed and performed  
by its inhabitants, historic landmarks and precincts;

World Class Retail – For over 170 years, Melbourne’s retail 
precincts have been considered Australia’s best. Collins Street – 
the grandest street within the city – is located just 1.5kms from 
Shadow Play and is celebrated for its mix of glamour and charm. 
An assemblage of five star hotels, iconic churches, live theatres, 
Town Hall and world class gastronomic delights is only matched by 
unrivalled five star shopping with brands such as Cartier, Hermes, 
Bulgari, Paspaley, Louis Vuitton, Tiffany & Co and Harrolds Luxury 
Department Store calling Melbourne home. Collins Street, like 
much of Melbourne is serviced by a famous tram network and  
has easy access from three train stations. 

Laneways & arcades – Al fresco eateries, specialty shops  
and discrete bars and restaurants jostle for attention throughout 
Melbourne’s iconic laneways and arcades. Each – with its own 
character and charm – contribute to the city’s cultural credentials 
and provide residents and visitors with a truly unique experience 
and patina. The Block Arcade, located only 1.7kms from Shadow 
Play is one of the world’s finest examples of a 19th-century 
shopping arcade. Connecting Collins Street to Little Collins  
and Elizabeth streets, this heritage shopping arcade was built 
between 1891 and 1893 and is modelled on Milan’s grand  
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele.

The Royal Botanic Gardens - Melbourne’s Royal Botanic Gardens  
is an internationally renowned botanical garden located 2kms from 
Shadow Play. Founded in 1846 by Lieutenant Governor Charles  
La Trobe, the 38 hectare oasis is both serene and captivating 
presenting over 10,000 individual plant species. Juxtaposed against 
the beautiful geometry of the city skyline, the gardens  
are just one of Melbourne’s many natural escapes waiting  
to be explored.

DISCOVER

A THEATRE OF EXPERIENCE



500 METRES

ARTS / ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS CENTRE MELBOURNE  26

CROWN CASINO  34

EUREKA SKYDECK 88  30

FEDERATION SQUARE  25

MELBOURNE CONVENTION CENTRE  35

NATIONAL GALLERY OF VICTORIA  33

QUEEN VICTORIA MARKET  5

STATE THEATRE  31

EDUCATION / HISTORICAL

ALBERT PARK COLLEGE  45

MAC ROBERTSON GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL  43

MELBOURNE GIRLS GRAMMAR  39

MELBOURNE GRAMMAR  42

MELBOURNE MUSEUM  3

PARLIAMENT HOUSE  12

RMIT  6

SOUTHBANK LIBRARY  36

STATE LIBRARY  8

TOWN HALL  20

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE  2

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY  13

WESLEY COLLEGE  50

GARDENS

CARLTON GARDENS  4

FAWKNER PARK  44

FITZROY GARDENS  15

FLAGSTAFF GARDENS  10

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS  38

TREASURY GARDENS  19

HEALTH / TRANSPORT

FLINDERS STREET STATION  24

ROYAL MELBOURNE HOSPITAL  1

SOUTHERN CROSS STATION  23

ST VINCENTS HOSPITAL  7

THE ALFRED HOSPITAL  49

MAJOR PRECINCTS / SHOPPING

BOURKE STREET MALL  16

CHAPEL STREET PRECINCT  47

CROWN CASINO  34

DEGRAVES STREET  22

EMPORIUM  14

GPO  17

LUXURY SHOPPING  18

MELBOURNE CENTRAL  9

QV SQUARE  11

SOUTH MELBOURNE MARKET  41

SOUTH MELBOURNE VILLAGE  40

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING COMPLEX  29

SPORTING

AAMI PARK  37

ALBERT PARK GOLF COURSE  46

ETIHAD STADIUM  21

HISENSE ARENA  32

MELBOURNE CRICKET GROUND  28

MELBOURNE SPORTS & AQUATIC CENTRE  48

ROD LAVER ARENA  27

FREEWAYS

MAIN ROADWAYS

RIVER SYSTEM

PARKLANDS

SEA / PORT

SHADOW PLAY



500 METRES









Like all great cities, Melbourne is composed of many eclectic 
and colourful precincts. From the haptic energy of Chinatown to 
the distinctly european sensibilities of Lygon Street, Melbourne 
presents a unique kaleidoscope of cosmopolitan life. Standing 
central and distinguished, Shadow Play is just 1.5kms from 
Melbourne’s Art Precinct – home to many of Australia’s premiere 
companies including The Australian Ballet, Melbourne Theatre 
Company and the Australian Centre for Contemporary Art. 

Should one desire more active pursuits, Australia’s premier sporting 
and entertainment precinct is only 2kms from Shadow Play and 
regularly hosts the largest domestic and international sporting 
events including the Australian Open (Tennis).

EXPERIENCE

CENTRAL AND DISTINGUISHED

FREEWAYS

MAIN ROADWAYS

RIVER SYSTEM

PARKLANDS

SHADOW PLAY ARTS / ENTERTAINMENT

ARTS CENTRE MELBOURNE 21

CROWN CASINO 26

EUREKA SKYDECK 88 22

FEDERATION SQUARE 16

MELBOURNE CONVENTION CENTRE 27

NATIONAL GALLERY OF VICTORIA 24

STATE THEATRE 23

EDUCATION / HISTORICAL

MAC ROBERTSON GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL 35

MELBOURNE GRAMMAR 34

SHRINE OF REMEMBRANCE 30

SOUTHBANK LIBRARY 28

TOWN HALL 2

GARDENS

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS 29

HEALTH / TRANSPORT

FLINDERS STREET STATION 19

SOUTHERN CROSS STATION 17

MAJOR PRECINCTS / SHOPPING

BLOCK ARCADE 13

BOURKE STREET MALL 1

BULGARI 6

CARTIER 7

CHANEL 11

CROWN CASINO 25

DEGRAVES STREET 15

GUCCI 3

HARROLDS 8

HERMES 9

LOUIS VUITTON 4

PASPALEY 5

SOUTH MELBOURNE MARKET 32

SOUTH MELBOURNE VILLAGE 31

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING COMPLEX 20

TIFFANY & CO 14

RESTAURANTS

CHEZ DRÉ 33

CHIN CHIN 12

CUMULUS 10

VUE DE MONDE 18







Those who find 

beautiful meanings 

in beautiful things 

are the cultivated. 

For these there  

is hope. They are 

the elect to whom 

beautiful things 

mean only Beauty

– Oscar Wilde





FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON SHADOW PLAY OR TO ARRANGE  
A PRIVATE APPOINTMENT OR TOUR, WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO CONTACT  

A DEDICATED MEMBER OF OUR CLIENT LIAISON TEAM.

105 CLARENDON STREET, SOUTHBANK VICTORIA

BPMCORP.COM.AU

Please note that the material contained herein has been produced prior to detailed design and construction,  
is indicative only and does not constitute a representation by the Vendor, Agent, or Vendor’s consultant in respect 

to the size, form, dimensions, specifications or layout of the apartment or at all. The final product may change 
from that illustrated herein. Furniture is not included. All furniture shown is for illustration purposes only. All internal 
artist impressions are based on available upgrade package. Changes may be made to the detail layouts during the 
development in accordance with the provisions of the contract of sale or the building and or planning requirements or  

for compliance with relevant standards or codes. Prospective purchasers must make and rely on their own enquiries.


